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Abstract 

Fullydepleted SOI MOSFETs with junction-isolated backgate electrodes formed by implanting 

boron through the silicon film and burieci oxide into Lightly-doped n-type SIMOX substrates have 

been studied experimentally and through numerical device simulation. By biasing the backgate 

electrode, it is possible to adjust the MOSFET threshold voltage V*. The useful range of V* ad- 

justment is shown to be appmximately & 2 0  mV for typical structures, irrespective of silicon fitm 

or buried oxide thickness, and is limited primarily by accumulation or inversion of the back surface 

of the silicon f h  for extreme values of backgate b i s .  A secondary limitation on Vh adjustment 

range results from enhancement of shortchamel eflects when the silicon füm back surface begins 

to weakly invert. A complete dynamic Vth control system using charge pumping to supply bias to 

the back-gate electrode has been designed and laid out. SOISPICE simulation of the extracted lay- 

out predicts that the system can return V* for nchannel MOSFETs to a nominal value of 200 mV 

even if V* initiaily deviates by up to 23300 mV fcom this target. Similar results apply to p-chamel 

devices. The Iayouts have been submittecl for processing in Carleton's Microelectronics Fabrica- 

tion Facility. 
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Chaptgr 1: introduction 

CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Low voltage CMOS has found wide application in the rnicroelectronics industry. The new technol- 

ogy of Fully-Depleted Silicon On Insulator (FDSOI) MOSFET is shown in many respects to be 

ideal for 1 Volt power supply operation. Fmtly, in this technology the soucce-drain junction le&- 

age current in SOI-MOSFETs is eliminated. Secondly. since the capacitance between the source 

and drain junctions and the substrate is grealy reduced, the energy dissipateci during switching is 

substantialiy decreased. finally, FD-SOI MOSFETs have subthreshold swing (S) close to the the- 

oreticai minimum of 60 mV/decade at room temperature, Thus the threshold voltage (V*) can be 

reduced without introducing excessive channel lealcage, 

The threshold voltage Vh of a SOI-MOSFET is cntical to the performance of the device. However, 

due to variations in temperature or process parameters, the threshold voltage V* may fluctuate by 

as much as k3ûû mV fiom its desired value. which is - 200 mV in a low voltage FD-SOI integrated 

circuit. Dynamic control of the threshold voltage is thus highly desirable. 

Dynamical control of Va has been used for many years in buk CMOS. Burr et al. [l] proposed a 

novel approach to low-power bulk CMOS in which threshold voltages are controiled dynamicaliy 

by applying a back-gate bias to the wells in which the MOSFETs are buiit. Yang et al. [2]D] ex- 

tended this technique to hiiiy-depleted SOI CMOS by placing an oxide-isolateci back-gate electrode 

beneath the channel. However, this structure is based on complex wakr bonding and etch-back 

techniques and appears to be difficult to manufacture. Chang et al [4] used epitaxid lateral over- 
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growth (ELO) onto SOI islands to fabricate M y  depleted dual-gated (DG) thin film SOI- 

M0SFET.s. This allows independent opemion of both topgate and back-gate electmdes, and 

Ieaves the back-gate buried and totaiiy isolated from aii otber devices. This aiso provides a method 

to control the threshold voltage of the MOSFET with a bias on the backgate (VG back) for fully de- 

pleted devices. Recently, it has been shown that by constnrcting a junction-isolated implanted back- 

gaie electrode under the buried oxïde, the threshold voltage Vh can dso be dynamicaüy convolled 

[53[6]. The irnpianted back-gate structure is far simpler to manufacture than the alternatives rnen- 

tioned above. 

This thesis describes SUPREM3 simulation and measurements on experimental devices fabncated 

in earfier work to investigate the range of threshold voltage control which cm be achieved with the 

implanted back-gate structure. The scalability of the structure from the L p.m technology generation 

to the 0.25 pm generation is also considered using numerical simulations. The thesis goes on to de- 

scribe the design and simulation of a dynamic threshold voltage control system for FD-SOI 

MOSFETs using the implanted back-gate structure- The system includes a decision circuit which 

determines whether the threshold voltage Lies within an acceptable range, and charge pump circuits 

which supply positive or negafive bias to the back-gate for restoration of Vm to the desired value. 

The charge pumps can produce voltages much larger than the supply voltage, an important feature 

if the control system is to operate from 1 V supplies. The control system operation is studied 

through SOISPICE simulation. and complete layouts for n- and p-channel MOSFETs are given. 

These layouts have been submitted to Carleton's Microe1ectronics Fabrication Facility for process- 

ing. 



Chapter 1: Introcluction 

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the background of low power CMOS and 

SOI-MOSFET, its threshotd voltage and usefuiness in low voltage circuits. Chapter 3 discussed the 

device simulating results. The circuit description and simulation results are presented in Chapter 4 

where the choice of the charge pump circuit is discussed, Also in Chapter 4 the device layout and 

fabrication is brïefly discussed. Chapter 5 presents the device electrical characterization results fol- 

low by the discussion. At las& Chapter 6 presents the conclusions as weii as suggestions for further 

study. 



CHAPTER 2 

Background 

The development of low p w e r  electronics has been motivated by three reasonably distinct require- 

mentS.The eariiest and most demanding of these is for portable battery operated equipment that is 

sufficientiy s d l  in size and weight and long on operating Life to satisfy the user. The ever increas- 

ing packing density in ULSI chips required to enhance the speed of high performance systems. im- 

poses severe restrictions on power dissipation density. The broadest requirement is for conservation 

of power in desk-top and desk-side systems where a cornpetitive life cycle cost-to-performance ra- 

tio dernands low power operation to reduce power supply and cwling costs. 

There are two main reasons for interest in low voltage VLSI CMOS. One reason is to reduce the 

electric field inside MOSFETs and to maintain high reliability with scaied down devices. The other 

reason is to reduce the power consumption, which is proportional to vDD2. It has been cladki in 

Kakumu's work [7] that reduction of the threshold voltage and junction capacitance are key issues 

for low voltage operation of CMOS device. Kahimu ais0 Investigated the optimum power-supply 

voltage for CMOS devices. The upper limit of power-supply voltage is determined by both relia- 

bility and power dissipation problems. He showed that the upper limit is proportional to L*' for 

reliability considerations and proportional to L~~~ for the power dissipation case, where L is the 

channel length. The lower limit is determined by the circuit performance point due to the monotonie 

decrease of the delay time as the power-supply voltage increases. Even if power supply voltage 

greater than a critical voltage V ,  is applied, the improvement in the delay tim is not signifiant 

Thus this Vc value is regardeci as the lower limit of the power-supply voltage for CMOS devices: 



Vc = 0.87 - Ec - L e ,  + V,, (2- 1) 

where EC is the cntical elecaic field at which carrier velocity is saturated and LMis the effective 

channel length of the transistor. An optimum power-supply voltage is therefore chosen considering 

the long-terrn device diability. power dissipation and circuit performance. 

Subthreshold leakage plays an important role in determinhg the power supply and threshold volt- 

ages in MOS circuits- The subthreshold dope of a MOS device is a figure of ment that describes 

the gate voltage swing required to change the drain current by one order of magnitude. Specifically. 

S= AVG/ AioglOID- If, for example. we have a device with a subthreshold swing of 90 mV/decade 

and the stand-by current is to be 1om7 times the current ai threshold, then the threshold voltage of 

the transistor must be at least 0.63 volts. By definition, the subthreshold slope is measured below 

the threshold voltage of the particular device when the semiconductor surface is in a state of weak 

inversion. For a bulk device, the subthreshold slope is given by: 

where CD is the depletion capacitaace in the silicon at the omet of weak inversion. The s u b h h -  

old characteristics of a partially depleted thin film transistor wüi be similar to those of a bulk device 

because the maximum depletion capacitance associated with the surf' potential wüi be supported 

by the silicon fh. A thin nIm M y  depleted transistor cm, however, o f k r  a significant reduction 

in S. 

It has been shown that as the threshold voltage approaches one half of  VDD, the gate delay increases 

rapicüy due to drastic reduction of the M0SFECT"s cumnt. As a mult, the threshold voltage should 
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be less than 20% of power supply voltage. in order t o  maintain acceptable circuit performance even 

at reduced power supply voltage. The subthreshold leakage current when gate bias is less than the 

threshold voltage is d e f d  as the drain current at VG=O (Fig. 2.1). When the threshold voltage is 

lowered as far as possible, to improve circuit performance, the leakage current is inevitably in- 

creased. This is because it is dmcult to improve the subthreshold slope by adjusting device param- 

eters only. However, if the threshold voltage cannot be reduced in the future MOS device, then the 

upper limit of the power-supply voltage cannot be reduced. Fmialy, The threshold voltage will be- 

corne higher than the lower Iimit of power-supply voltage. Therefore, a steeper subthreshold dope 

is required for the reduction of the lower voltage limit in order to keep the same subthreshold ieak- 

Fig. 2.1 A diagram that displays the subthreshold leakage current 

Parasitic capacitance such as junction capacitance. gaie capacitance and wiring capacitance play an 

important role in the performance of buk CMOS. The junction capacitance is inversely proportion- 

al to the square root of the drain voltage, while the gate  capacitance and the wiring capacitance are 

independent of operating voltage. Therefore, the junction capacitance increases as operating volt- 

age is decreased. Since the junction capacitance may become the dominant factor as the power sup 
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ply voltage is reduœd, reduction of the junction capacitance is a key issue for achieving high circuit 

performance at low-voltage operation. 

Silicon on insulator (SOI) CMOS technology, discussed in the next section. offers a means of re- 

ducing both parasitic capacitance and subthreshold swing. 

2.1 SOI -MOSFET 

The SOI MOSFET can provide steep subthreshold characteristics and a drastic decrease in the 

source-drain capacitance and thus high speed capability in addition to complete latch-up suppres- 

sion, and radiation hardness. SOI CMOS can also provide much closer packing of p- and n-transis- 

tors by eliminating the need to grow a thick field oxide. 

It is also reported [8] that very thin film SOI technology shows very attractive MOSFET character- 

istics such as very steep subtfueshold charactenstics, better short channe1 effect and high carrier 

mobility owing to low transverse eiectric field. In the fully depleted MOSFET in the SOI structure, 

the depletion layer reaches the Si02 substrate interface, and thus the differential depletion capaci- 

tance CD vanishes. As a resuit, the subthreshold swing approaches the theoretical limit, 60 mV/dec- 

ade at room temperature, which enables a lower threshold voltage to be used. In addition, the large 

reduction of junction capacitance leads to improved circuit pefiomiance and a veiy low power-de- 

Lay product. which should be superior to those of bulk-CMOS devices. 

In the SOI process a thh layer of single-crystai silicon film is fonned on an iasulating layer of SiO2 

that has been in tum grown on silicon. The idea is based on the use of an inexpensive and readily 



availabte substrate. Various masking and doping techniques are then used to form p-chuinel and n- 

channel devices. Several techniques such as Separation by Mplanted Oxygen (SIMOX) [9], Zone 

Melt Recrystallization (ZMR) [IO], epitaxial/polishing process [ I l ]  and bonding wafer (121 are 

available, all providing a good quality SOI wafer with mobility comparable to that of bulk CMOS. 

SIMOX is cumntiy the most cornmonly used technique for SOI substrate preparation. 

The steps used in typical SOI-CMOS process are as fonows: 

A thin film (< 100 nm) of very iightlydoped Si is formed over an insulator. 

Device wells are formed by mesa etching or by a LOCOS process in which the siiicon film in 

the field region is completely consumed. 

The p-islands are forrned next by Boron implantation through a photoresist mask. The p-islands 

will contain the n-channel devices- 

The p-islands are then covered with a photoresist and an n-type dopant-Phosphorus, for exam- 

ple, is implantecl to form n-islands which will contain the p-channel devices. 

A thin gate oxide is grown. 

A polysilicon film is deposited over the oxide. In modem SOI technology, poly is usudy un- 

doped. 

The polysilicon film is then pattemed by photomasking and is etched. This defines the cntical 

polysilicon gate layer in the structure. 

The next step is to form the n-doped source and drain of the n-channel devices in the p-islands. 

The n-islands are covend with photoresist and an n-type dopant, normally arsenic. is implanted. 

The dopant will be blocked at the a-islands by the photoresist, and it wiii be blocked from the 

gate region of the pislands by the polysüicon. After this step the n-channe1 devices ue com- 
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piete. 

The p-channel devices are formed next by masking the p-islands and irnplanting a p-type dopant 

such as boron. The polysilicon over the gate of the n-islands wiil block the dopant from the gate, 

thus fonning the p-channel devices. 

A Layer of borophosphosilicate g las  is the deposited over the entire structure. 

The glas is etched at contact-cut Locations. The metallïzation layer is formeci next by evaporat- 

Ing aluminium mer the entire surface and etching it to Ieave onïy the desired metai wires- The 

aluminium wiU flow through the contact cuts to rnake contact with the diffusion or polysilicon 

regions. 

A final passivation Iayer of phosphorus glas is deposited and windows are etched through this lay- 

er over the bonding pads. 

Aithough SOI devices have a number of advantages over bulk CMOS, SOI MOSFET characteris- 

tics are strongly dependent upon film quality and thickness conmlability of the thin silicon layer. 

For instance, the threshold voltage of the fully depleied MOSFEET is a function of both the SOI 

thickness and the backside Si-Si02 interface charges. Furthexmore, in order to suppress short-chan- 

ne1 effect, film thickness of less than 50 nm is required for below quarter micron channel length. 

However, the thinner Si f h  results in higher source/draia sheet resistance, which is not desirable 

for high speed operation. Therefore, tecbologicai impmvemnt is still required. 



2.2 Threshold Voltage Of Thin Film SOI MOSFET 

Threshold voltage of a bulk transistor is norrnaiiy described by the classic relation as: 

QD v, = v, + 26, - ;;- (2.3) 
L o ~  

where Vm is the flat band voltage, 4B is the buLk (substrate) potentiai, QD is the space charge den- 

sity in the depIetion region, and Cm is the gate oxide capacitance. In the case of a thin film tran- 

sistor in which the silicon f h  thickness is greater than the gate-induced spaced charge Layer. there 

will be a charge neutral region within the silicon film. This is the case of a partially depleted device. 

It is expected that this device has a simila- threshold characteristic as described in eq. (2.3). 

For thin films that are fuily depleted. the doping concentration must be much greater than that of 

the silicon substrate in order to overcome the @, term in eq. (2.3). The back interface of rhe silicon 

f h  is assumed to be at or very near flat band with respect to the substrate. since the majority of 

the band bending due to the substrate/silicon film work function difference will appear in the lightly 

doped substrate. If the ssilicon f h  thickness is Less than that of the gate induceci depletion layer, 

there wiu be no neutral region in the film. Under these conditions, the silicon füm is fully depleted. 

The depletion charge is no longer detemiined by the total band 5ending at the front surface of the 

füm but is now Limiteci by the thickness of the süicon fh. The threshold voltage of the hlly de- 

pleted silicon f i  shouid therefore be srnalier than that of a comparable bulk or panially depleted 

device with the same weU doping. 

It can be shown that the threshold voltage for the M y  depleted case is given by 1131: 



where a = boxC s i  , Co, is the capacitance of the buried oxide, C, is the capacitance 
~ O X ( ~ b 0 ,  + C s i )  

of the fully depleted silicon fdm NA is the acceptor concentration. and t, is the silicon film thick- 

ness. Since cx is srnail, the threshold voltage varies appmximately linearly with the film thickness 

for a fixed and unifom doping- ln the Limit of the Fidm ttiickrtess tending to zero, îhe threshold volt- 

age of the film is independent of the film doping. 

If the silicon füm is fuiiy depleted at the onset of weak inversion, then the capacitance associated 

with the depleted region wiii consist of the buried oxide capacitance in series with the depleted film 

capacitance. The capacitance due to the space charge layer in the substrate can be ignored. The sub- 

threshold slope is cow given for a FD silicon frlm as: 

If the film is sufficiently thin so that it is fuUy depleted weli betow threshold, then the value of S 

observed is indeed quite low, on the order of 62 to 75 mvldecade for n-channel and p-chaanel de- 

vices. 

2.3 Methods Of Controllhg Threshold Voltage 

In order to achieve high performance and low power in continuously cornputhg systems (e.g., 

modules of a video compression system). reduction of supply voltage VDD and threshold voltage 

Vh is required. For technology generations with gate kngth less thaa 1 p. the saturation drain 



current InsAT is approximately proportional to (VDD - V*). A srnail V* is preferred to give a high 

ID.SAT when VDD is srnail. However, a small subthreshold leakage cumnt (shown in Fig. 2.1) re- 

quires a high V*. A trade off should be made to find optimal VDD and Vo, values [14][15][16]. 

CMOS-based high performance burst-mode cornputation systems (e-g. a microprocessor running 

an X semer or celluiar phone whïch is idling more than 90% of the tirne) wiii suffer high-static leak- 

age energy dissipation operating at low VDD with constant low V* even with clocks stopped [17]. 

In order to simultaneously achieve high performance dunag active periods and Iow Ieakage power 

during idle periods for burst-mode computational systems. severai schemes of reducing the leakage 

current have been proposed One is multiple Vh CMOS design which uses high V* transistors to 

gate the low V* blocks [18][19]. Another approach is dynamic control of Vth by biasing the bulk 

CMOS welis [20]. 

The idea of making use of a substrate bias effect to control threshold voltage has been known since 

at least 1976 [2I]. The main objective of the paper was to reduce shortchamel effects. Two exter- 

na1 reference voltages were netded to operate the circuit Much more recently . Kobayashi et al. in- 

troduced a circuit technique to reduce the tbteshold voltage fluctuation due to process variation 

[22]. The technique uses substrate seif-biasing. namely the Self-Adjusting Threshold-Voltage 

Scheme (SATS) which consists of a leakage sensor and a self-substrate bias circuit. The substrate 

bias is controlled with a f d  back loop so that Ieakage current of a MOSFFET is held constant Fig. 

2.2 shows a block diagram of the proposeci scheme to reduce the Vlh fluctuation down to 0.05 V. 

A Ieakage sensor senses leakage cumnt of a representative MOSFET and outputs a control signal. 

V,,,. to the Self-Substrate-Bias (SSB) circuit. Assuming we are dealïng with NMOSFETs. the 

trïggered SSB draws charge h m  P-wells of NMOSFETs and lowers the subsirate voltage, VBB, 



and the lowered VBB in Nni increases V* and lowers leakage current, Here the VBB is distributed 

to dl other NMOSFETs on the chip. 

7 

Sense Buffer Self-Sub-Bias 
-Stage ' * Switch * Circuit (SSB) 4 ' 

v,, Vcont 

Pumping capacitor = 100 pF 
Pumping frequency = 10 MHz 

To the 
welis of 

I other MOS 
I circuit 

I 1 Extemal 

Fig. 2.2 Bloek diagram of Seif-sdjustïng Va Scheme (SATS) [22]. 

It is shown in 1221 that the sub-threshold leakage current ID has an exponential dependence on V* 

written as ID - exp[(VGs-V*)/S] where S is the subthreshold swing with a value close to 1 10 mV/ 

decade when VBS is zero, dropping to 90 mvldecade when VBS is less thao -IV. This suggests that 

with the substrate-bias, Vm can be set lower than in the case without the substrate-bias whiie main- 

tainuig the leakage cumnt Thus. Vh is controiied to make the leakage current equal to the s p i -  

fied value, that is. V* is set io the lowest possible value wMe satisfjhg the power specification. 

Consequentiy, the speed is optimued Substrate bias is also good for reducing junction capcitance 

to further improve pedomiance. The process target for V* should be low enough so that the SSB 

can tune Vh to whatever value is necessary. Threshold voltages for PMOSFETs are controlled in 

the same way at the same time. The ihreshold voltage is reported to be controlied within 0.05 V 

and the speed gains forl.5 V and 1 V VDD operation are estimated to be a factor of 1.3 and 3, re- 

spectively . 
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In order to address the problem of exponentiai decrease in cùcuit performance as supply voltage 

approaches threshold voltage, Burret al, used back bias of bulk CMOS to modifL the transistors to 

have thresholds close to zero volts and then "tuning" these threshoids Cl]. Their process features 

230 A oxide, 2 pm drawn channel lengths, and surface-channel PMOSFETs. Devices with thresh- 

olds near OV are produced without any process changes other than modifying threshold-shifüng im- 

plant masks to exclude the low-voltage circuits- The device 1-V curves show that both NMOSFETs 

and PMOSFETs have subthreshold swings close to 70 mvfdecade. The effective channel dopant 

concentration is 5 ~ 1 0 ' ~ / c m ~  for the NMOSFETs and 10%m3 for the PMOSFETs. The study 

found substantial decrease of power-delay product with only modest decrease in performance. It 

also supports a high degree of "voltage scalability", so with appropriate biases the same chip can 

run at supply voltages from 200 mV to 5 V. 

2.4 Vth Control in FD-SOI MOSFET 

There have been numerous studies on the menu of fullydepleted (Fil) SOI in CMOS and its im- 

plications for low power electronics. Various researchers have exploit FD-SOI in dual-gated devic- 

es in which the top and bottom gates are tied together, resulting in enhanced transconductance 

[23] [X  J [25] [26]. For partiaiiy depleted device. it has also been demonstrated that the threshold 

voltage Va can be controlled dynamically by tyhg the body to the gate [27]. The threshold voltage 

then drops as the gate voltage is raised. resulting in a much higher current drive than In a regular 

MOSFET at low VDD. In addition. it is possible to make Va high at zero b i s ,  and thus the Leakage 

current is guaranteed to be at low level. 



Recently, another group developed a techn010gy~ silicon-on-iasulator-with-active-substrate (SOI- 

AS), to fabricate back-gated FD CMOS device by combining on existing SIMOX, wafer bonding 

and thinning technologies [2][3]- A quite complicated process is required to prepare SOiAS. which 

is shown in Fig. 2.3. A multilayered blanket film stack consisting of the silicon wafer, oxïde, intrin- 

sic polysilicon. back-gate oxide. and silicon film is used as the substrate of SOIAS- These substrates 

were prepared using either bonded SIMOX or etched-back buk wafers. For the bonded SIMOX 

process, the back-gate oxide to ûe was formed by dry oxidation and intrïnsic amorphous silicon was 

deposited as the back-gate material. The handle wafer had an oxidehitride stack. The SIMOX wa- 

fer was then bonded to the handle wafer, and annealed Afier k i n g  etched to remove the buk of 

the SMOX wafer, the bonded wafers were then thinned by IocalKed plasma etching to a thickness 

of approximately 0.2 p. Final thinning of the silicon film was accomplished with thema1 oxida- 

tion and wet oxide strip.. 

SIJlOS 

Oxide and 

Silicon - Bonded 
SK!!fO,Y 

Fig. 23 SOIAS preparation using bonded SIMOX and BESOI process [SI. 
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Forming of the back-gates includes ion implantation through the silicon film in two masking steps. 

resulting in islands of p+ and n+ polysilicon insulated by intrinsic poly. To set the zero back-gate 

bias value for the front-gate V*. the silicon film was also doped The same type of doping was ap- 

plied in the back-gate poly and silicon film. The front-gate device is then built as in a conventional 

SOI CMOS pmcess ushg LOCOS isolation. The back-gate controls the threshold voltage V* of 

the front-gate device since the surface potentids at the front and back interfaces are coupled in FD- 

SOI devices. Fig. 2.4 shows the schematic of a SOIAS back-gated CMOS device. It is apparent that 

the NMOS and PMOS back-gates are switched independently from one other and the front-gate. 

1 back gate overlap 1 

- --- - 

Fig. 2.4 SOIAS back-gated CMOS device schematic 121. 

It is found that the tunable V* range is quite large for fuiiy depleted back interface as can be seen 

from the lowest Vth case at zero back-gate bias. This has implications for making FD SOI a viable 

technology since the threshold voltage and the device operating mode can be controlled precisely 

by the back-gate. Fig. 2.5 shows the maximum and minimum tunable Vm iimits. The x-axis is nom- 

inally designed Vho which is the threshold voltage 2t zero back-gate voltage. The y-axis, tunable 
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Vth, is obtained by applying various back-gate biases. It is shown that a nominal Va of 500 mV 

Nominal Tsi=JO nm 
Nsminal Lcff=45û nrn 
Bôck-Gate Oxide= 100 nm 

s 

Front-Gate OxiCe=9 nm 

I 
! 
I 

- .  
Tunable VI 1 Range 

I 
I 

O G -5 1 

Nominal Dosigned Vt - 

Fig. 2.5 Tunable Vth tanges by back-gate bking 121. 

maybe reached from m u n d  500 mV deviation by ushg a k5-6 V back-gate bias. However, phys- 

icai mechanisms iimiting range of Vh control are not explaineci. 

Similar SOI stmctures with oxide-isolated back-gaie electrodes have been describe previously else- 

where [23][28] [29] although in these studïes the back-gate elecaodes were not used for V~ contml. 

However, the structures described in these studies are based on complex wafer bonding and etch- 

back techniques, and appear extremely difiicuit to manufacture. 



An alternative means of forming fuiiy depleted (FD) dual-gated (DG) thin-film SOI-MOSFETs 

with an isolated buried back-gate was studied in [4]. Epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELO) into SOI 

islands is used as shown in Fig. 2.6. Situated in an SOI island, the fully depleted DG SOI MOSFET 

ailows independent operation of both topgate and back-gate. which is buried and totaliy isolated 

from al1 other devices [28]. This provides a method to control the threshold voltage of the top MOS- 

FET with a bias on the back-gate (VG,ba&) for hillydepleted (Gi c 2ûûûA) devices. According to 

a similar work [30]. the back-gate can switch the top MOSET to more "on" for Larger drive cur- 

rents and to more "off' for lower subhreshold leakage currents. It is reported that the dynamic con- 

trol of Vrh, by the VG bsk incrrases the s p w d  ceduces the device width (W) for a given ID,, 

and is ideal for ultra-low power circuits for 5 1  -2 V power supplies. 

Source Front Gate Drain 

Fig. 2.6 Duaï-Gateà Thin-Kim SOI MOSFET by EU) 141. 



The EL0 has a thin buried thetmal gate oxide using standard Si wders, hence providing less ex- 

pensive and simple production. The close symmetry and size between the top-gate and back-gate 

which generates less overiap capacitance Cs,,, also simplifies device layout and circuit design for 

this structure. Fuahermore, the buried polysilicon gate can also serve as a buried interconnect be- 

tween devices and circuits, without an area penalty. 

Again, according CO [30], the buried polysiiïcon gate and poly-oxide does not significantly affect 

the quaiity and elecVical performance of the back-gare device. Therefore, in order to sixnpliQ the 

experiments, the structure in Fig. 2.7 was fabcïcated with either a thermal oxide (OX) or nitrided 

thermal Si02 (NOX) as the buried gate insulator. Averaged over 1 1 devices, the measured shift of 

AVT,todAVG,back = 0.34 V N  for NOX and 0.33 V N  shift for OX. The data indicates that the nitride 

buned oxide had Little or no effect on the operation of the SOI PMOSFETs as compared to the ther- 

mal oxide. It is also observed that thinner buned NOX has increased AVT ,dAVG back to 0-52 V/ 

V for even better Vth control. 

Front Gate 

Fig. 2.7 SOI P-MOSFET Device fabricated in [Ml. 
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2.5 Implanted Back-gate Electrodes For Vth Control In 

Fully-Depleted SOI CMOS 

It has k e n  shown recently that it is possible to dynamically control the threshold voltage Vh of 

MOSFETs in a fullydepleted silicon-on-insulator (FD-SOI) technology by constructing a junc- 

tion-isolated implanteci back-gate electrode under the buried oxide [5][6]- 

In the work of [6], an SOI CMOSFET with a variable threshold-voltage using simple irnplanted 

back-gate elecîrodes is proposed and fabricated in a 0.5 p m  process. The back-gate electrodes are 

simply formed by P-ion implantation in a p type Si substrate (with a concentration o f  3 x 1017 cm- 

3, through a 6O-nm-thick Si layer and a 100-nm-thick buried SiU2 layer. Independent substrate bi- 

ases (positive biases for NMOSFETs and negative biases for PMOSFETs) can therefore be applied 

through the back gate electrodes and the p+ substrates. A LOCOS process is used to achieve isola- 

tion, followed by 12-nm-thick gate Si02 formation. comparatively deep non-uniform channel im- 

plantations [31]. and W/Si#poly Si dual-gate-electrode formation, i-e. n+ poly siiîcon for 

NMOSFETs and p+ poly silicon for PMOSFETs. W and Ai layers are respectively formed for the 

fmt  and second level wiring. As only a d h g  one mask process and one ion implantation process 

enables to make the variable V* SOI CMOSFETs. the process is much simpler than work reported 

in [2]. 

The simulation results of SOI NMOSFETs with SOI thichiess of 20 to 70 nm show that a 2 V VbW 

change results in a approximately 0.35 V V* change for devices with an identical chamel implan- 
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tation BF2 dose of 3~ 1012 cm-*. The experimeatal tbresholds shift about t O JV for a VbW of 2V 

for longthannel NMOSFETs and PMOSFETs. The drain current in the Vbkgt biased SOI 

MOSFETs showed 30% more current for n-channel and 24% more for p-channel than those in un- 

biased (OV for NMOSFET and -2V for PMOSFET) SOI devices. These lead to a 46% smaller 

propagation delay of a power-managed SOI CMOS ring oscillator with 0.7-pm-long gates operat- 

ing at 1 V than that of a buUr ring oscillator under almost the same power consumption. 

However, the approach to back-gate electrode formation presented in [6] is somewhat restrictive. 

in that a D+ subsuate is used, and back-gate electrodes are formed ody beneath the n-channel uan- 

sistors through high-energy phosphorous ion implantation. In this approach only blanket VU, ad- 

justment is possible for pMOSFETs. 

In a recent study of the simple buried back-gate eiectrode method of Vm dynamic controlling by 

Tarr et al. [SI, a sirnilar back-gate structure is used. Its cross-section is shown in Fig. 2.8. The p- 

type back-gate electrode is formed by high energy boron implantation through the silicon fdm and 

buried oxide into a Lightly doped n-type substrate. For the i pm gate length technology generation, 

the buried oxide thickness is typically 300 nm, and the silicon film thickness 80 nm. SUPREM3 

simulation in [5] showed that an "B* implant of 2~ l0l3crn-* at 150 keV can create a moderately 

doped p-type layer beneath the buried oxide while adding less than 10%rn-~ to the boron concen- 

tration in the silicon thin film. A brief anneal was applied to raise the boron concentration at the 

interface between the back gate electrode and the buried oxide to more than 10''cm-~, allowing 

effective back-gating. Back-gate electrodes could be placed beneath either n- or p-channel transis- 

tors, and could be shared by groups of transistors w k n  desired. In the circuit application the n-type 



substrate was co~ected to the most positive potencial produceci, so that the back-gate electnides 

are aiways reverse biased dative to the substrate, and are always junction isolateci- AIthough Fig, 

2.8 shows an extension of the back-gate electrode undemeath the M O S m  source to illustrate that 

contact to this electrode is made through a window in the field oxide, in a practicd transistor over- 

lap between the back-gate electrode and the source and drain regions would be minimized to avoid 

adding parasi tic capacitance- 

Si Substrate 

Fig. 2.8 Cross-section of SOI MOSFET with implanted back-gate electrode m. 

The electron and hole sheet density in the channel as fuaction of the front gate bias VG and back- 

gate VB was studied. also using SUPREM3. It shows that S is i n c d  slightly by the addition of 

the back-gate electrode, fiom 60 to 63 mV/decade, but is still far Iower than in a typical buk CMOS 

technology. The shift in V* for different VB was found by rneans of SUPREM3 simulations. For 

VB changing from -2 V to 2 V. Vh of NMOS changes from 325 mV to 10 mV while PMOS changes 

from -45 mV to -360 mV. The shift is relatively small, but the effect on off-state channel leaicage 



is large due to the low subthceshold swing. It is concludcd that back-gate conval of Va could be 

improved through the use of a thinner buried oxide, but only at the expense of increased parasitic 

capacitance between source/drain junctions and the substrate, and a slight increase in S. 

Experimentally, there were two concems in developing the back-gate SOI process flow which 

could not be answered through simulation. The f i t  was that the back-scattered "tail" of Boron at- 

oms producd during the back-gate electrode impIant would not be accurately modelled by 

SUPREM3, giving an undesirably high concentration of Boron in tfie device weUs which would 

have to be compensated by subsequent implants. The second concern was that the PN junctionc 

fonned between the back-gate electrodes and the substrate might be extremely leaky as a result of 

residual damage left by the high- dose oxygen implant used to produce SOI matenal in the SIMOX 

technique [ 131. 

Experimental devices were fabricated using SIMOX substrate phosphorous doped to 10'' c m 3  

with nominal buried oxide, silicon film and gate oxide thickness identical to those used in the sim- 

ulations. The boron doping profile pfediction by SUPREM3 is shown in Fig. 3.3 with the compar- 

ison with experimental data obtained fiom spread resistance pmtiling. b was found that the back- 

scattered boron " tail" is visible in the surface region, but for depths less than O. lpm the back-scat- 

taed dopant concentration is far below the final target weii doping o f 6 ~ ~ 1 0 ' ~  cm-3, and so should 

not interfere with weli formation. The current voltage characteristics of a large-area back-gateelec- 

trode-to-substrate diode shows that reverse leakage is less than 30 n ~ c r n - ~  for reverse biases less 

than 5 V. This indicates that it shouid be relatively easy for a charge-pump circuit to supply bias to 

the back-gate electrode. 



The experimental subthreshold characteristics shows that it is nacssary to apply a relatively large 

negative back-gate b i s  (-10 V) to bring Vm to the 200 mV target due to the Light weU dopïng- A 

1V change in VB 6rom this startïng point sb i fu  V, by 70 mV. which agreed with SUPREM sirnu- 

Iation. 

In the same paper, the SOISPICE circuit simulator [32] was used to simulate a simple circuit capa- 

ble of adjusting the back-gate electrode bias to provide dynamic control of VU, for an n-channel 

transistor. Fig. 2.9 shows the schematic. A reference voltage VRf was applied ta the gate of test 

transistor NI. if V, for N1 is low, cumat is dram through resistor Ft, puiiing the input of inverter 

1 low and turning on the ring oscillator. The output of each osciiiator stage is comected to the 

cascade charge pump circuit shown in Fig. 2.9. A cascade design was used to maxirnize the output 

voltage magnitude provided by the pump for small input voltage. The charge pump outputs are in 

turn connected to a back-gate electrode shared by alI n-channel transistors in the circuit, applying 

a negative bias to this electrode to raise V,. A distributed charge pump is used to minimize ripple 

on the back-gate electrode. Simulation shows the charge pump circuit is capable of providing an 

output voltage magnitude of up to 2 V for 1V supply operation. 

2.6 Relation of This Thesis to Previous Work 

This thesis extends the study of the implanteci back-gate FPSOI MOSFET structure introduced in 

[5]. In particular, the dependence of back-gaie ihreshold control sensitivity AVdAVB on back gate 

doping concentration, burieci oxide and sîiicon film thichess is studied through SüPREM3 simu- 

lations. SüPREM3 and MEDICI simulations are used to investigate the Limitations in the range of 

threshold voltage conml that can be achieved through back-gating. The simulation resdts are con- 
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Fig. 2.9 Schernatic of circuit providing dppmic control of Vtb. 

f d  by cornparison with the characteristics of experimental device. The thesis goes on to con- 

sider the design of a complete threshold voltage control system using charge pumps to provide bias 

to the back-gate electrodes. The system presented is superior to that described in [SI in that back- 

gare biases much larger in magnitude than the power supply voltage can be generated. Irnprove- 

ment have also been made in the circuitry used to sense whether V* Lies within the desired range. 



Device Simulation Results 

The cross-section through an nchannel SOI: MOSFET with an impIanted back-gate is shown in 

Fig. 3.1 while a plan view of the device is shown in Fîg. 3.2. It is this structure that is k i n g  studied 

both in simulation and experiment. 

I 1 
n+ Source J p \n+Dratn 

Field 
Oxide 

Buried Oxide i Thin Film 

n-Substrate 

Fi. 3.1 Cross-section of SOI MOSFET with implanted back-gate electrode. 

It is ïilustrated in the plan view that the overlap betwetn the source and drain regions and the buried 

back gate electrode is . -  - A in order to reduce parasitic capadance. For an nîype substrate. 

a p-type back gate elecuode is fomed by high energy boron implantation through the silicon thin 

f h  and buried oxide. B y comecting the n-type subsvate to the q o s t  positive potential generated 

in a circuit, the back gate electrodes can be junction isolated This technique permits different back 

gate biases to be applied to n- and p-channel transistors in a CMOS circuit, which is required in 



SOURCE 

Fig. 3.2 Plan view of SOI MOSFET with hplanted backgate electrode. 

practice. It is also possible to apply different back gate biases to different groups of transistors in a 

large circuit, aiiowing v e r  consumption to be reduced at the expense of decreased current sourc- 

ing capability and speed. 

The structure shown in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 is simulateci using the one-dimeasional Poisson equa- 

tion solver in SUPREM3. This chapter provides more detail on the device structure. Numencal de- 

vice simulation is then used to examine the limitations on VU, adjustment by back-gating in FD- 

SOI, including the eEect ofbUned oxide and siliwn fXm thickness on Vh connollability. The range 

of back gate bias over which wfu l  Vh control can be obtauied is also investigated. The results are 

presented for the 1 and 0.25 pm chanml length technology generations. Most of the simulation re- 

sults are obtained using the one-dimensional Poisson equation solver in SUPREM.3. The two-di- 

mensional device simulator MEDICI is us& to examine short channel behaviour. 
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3.1 Device Structure 

For the purpose of the simulations. reptesentative silicou film (tSi), gate oxide and buned ox- 

ide (tbox) parameters were selected for the 1 jun and 0.25 jun technology generations based on val- 

ues presented in[ 131 [33] [34]. The parameters are listed in Table 3.1. Using SUPREM3 pmcess 

simulator, the p-well (NA) and n-weil (ND) doping levels required to give long channel front gate 

threshold voltages VTn = 200 mV and VTp = -200 mV (appropriate for LV supply operation) for VB 

= O here detemùned to be 5~ 1 0 ' ~  and 3~ 10'' cm-3 for the 1 and 0.25 p generations, respectively. 

The gate was assumed to be doping by the source/drain implant was assumeci, giving n+ gates for 

nshannel devices, and p' gates for p-channels. 

Table 3.1 Stmctural parameters assumai in simulation for varkm SOI technology 
generations 

The p-type back gate electrodes can be formed with relative ease by implanthg doubly ionized bo- 

ron using a conventional implanter. This applies even for the thickest bUned oxides nocmaiiy pro- 

duced by the Separation by Mplantation of OXygen (SIMOX) technique 1131 which is now in 

widespread use for fonning SOI substrates. Fig. 3.3 shows the boron profile predicted by 

SUPREM3 for implantation of ~ I B *  at an energy of 300 keV and dose of 2~ 1013 cm-*. W e  as- 

sumed an 80 am thick Si f h  overlying a 350 nm buried oxide. these are values appropriate for the 

lpm generation. For cornparison we include data obtained h m  spreading resistamx pmfiliag of a 

lightly-doped bulk n-type test wafer which had received this implant and a 105û"C 20 seconds rapid 

thermal anneai. It is shown thaî the highcnergy boron implant cm f o m  a moderately-doped buried 
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elecaode without leaving a back-ranrred "tail" in the süicon for concentration high enough to in- 

terfere with well doping. Fig. 3.3 also shows that a brief anneai a< 1 10û"C will raise the boron con- 

centration at the buried oride/substrate interface to over 10" cm-3. which is sufficient to provide 

effective back-gating. The sheet resistance of the buned layer is 1.2 kR(O which, în series with the 

junction capacitance to the lightly doped substrate, gives an RC time constant much less than 1 ns 

for a 10 pm long, 2 pm wide electrode. This ailows sufficiently rapid switching of back gate poten- 

tial for any practical application. S M a r  results can be obtained for the 0.25 p generation using 

slightiy lower implant energies to compensate for the t h i ~ e r  buned oxide. On the other hand an 

n-type back-gate electrode cm be formed i n  a ptype substrate. but would require the implantation 

of triply-ionized phosphorus if accelerating voltages are limited to the normal maximum of 200 

keV and b, is greater than appmximaiely 100 nm 

DEPTH (pm) 

Fig. 3.3 Dopimg pmfiie plpdicted by SUPREM3 for 300 KeV, 2x10~ cmœ2 
implant into SOI structure. both as-hnplaated and afbr 1lûû"C drive in. 
Dots show experimentai da- obtained by spmading resistance pcofiling of 
bulk a-type test w.Cu &ter rapid thermnl Pnnepüng (RTA) implant activa- 
tion. 
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Results presented in this section are for n-channel transistors, ResuIts for p£hannel devices are 

similar. The o d y  minor difference between n- and p-channel devices results fiom the work function 

difference between a ptype back-gate electrode and an n-weii, which tends to invert the n-well, 

Lowering lVTpl slightly. 

The one-dimensional Poisson equation solver in SUPREM3 was used to determine the electron 

sheet density Qn in the silicoa f h  as a function of front and back-gate bias. VTn was determined 

by extrapolating the linear region of the Qn - VG characteristic to locate its intercept with the Q,, = 

O axis. By plotting Qn versus VG, the subthreshold characteristics of a long-channel device can be 

constnicted. These characteristics are shown in Fig- 3.4 for an n-channel device h m  the 1 p gen- 

eration. Fig. 3.5 shows V* and the subthreshold swing S as a hinction of VB for the same device. 

For -3 V < VB < 3 V, application of back-gate bias lads to a simple displacement of the subthresh- 

old characteristic dong the VG axis. For Vg in this range, S is approximately 63 mV/decade, close 

to the minimum theoretical value at 300 K, while AVttJAVB = 70 mVN. 

For lVBl > 5 V, more complex behaviour is found, with significant changes in the shape of the sub- 

threshold characteristic apparent dependhg upon whether the hole population in the silicon film is 

or is not dowed to reach a thermal equilibrium condition. For VB < -5 V, if holes are available in 

sufficient supply, an accumulation layer f om at the back interface of the silicon film. Once the 

accumulation layer bas formeci, the MOSFET characteristics becorne simiiar to those of a pariialiy- 
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-1 O 1 
GATE BlAS (V) 

Fig. 3.4 Subthreshold cbaracteFistics pcedicted by SUPREM3 for device from 
lpm generation. Dashed lines are based on equilibrium hole concentra- 
tion in Si film, solid line on complete hole depletion. 

BACKGATE BIAS (V) 

Fig. 3.5 Dependeaœ of S a d  Va on VB for de- of Fige 3.4. Complete hale 
depietion assumed. 



depleted device in a kaviiy doped silicou film At VB = -5 V, S has degraded to 120 mvidecade. 

The accumulation layer also serves as an elecuostatic screen, preventing further increases in IVB[ 

from modulating Vth- 

For VB > 3 V SUPREM3 shows that an electron inversion layer or back channel can form dong the 

interface of the silicon film with the buried oxide for iow values of VG. As VG is i n c r e d  a front 

channel foms and begins to dominate conduction, but Fig- 3.5 shows that there is an overail slight 

increase in S since gate control over electrons in the back channe1 is weaker than for those in the 

front channei. For VB > 8 V the back charnel dominates conduction throughout the subthreshold 

regime. if film remains depleted of holes, the front gate can stiii exert some control over this back- 

channel inversion layer. but S is badly degraded, increasing to 90 mV/decade at VB = 10 V. if suf- 

ficient time is allowed for the hole population to reach its equïiibrium value, for VB > 7 V a hole 

accumulation layer f o m  at the front surface of the silicoo film for low VG- This accumulation lay- 

er effectively screens the bat& channel fiom changes in VG, so the h o t  gate loses al1 control of the 

drain curent. This effect can be seen in Fig. 3.4 for VB = 10 V. The influence of silicon film back 

interface accumulation and inversion on subtbreshold characteristics in FD-SOI devices has been 

considered previously [35], but the effect of noncquiiibrium hole concentrations was not dis- 

cussed. 

If the back-gate bias changes slowly enough for the rnajority carrier population in the silicon film 

to reach thermal equilibrium, then the usefbl range of V* adjustment is limited to approximately 

1300 mV for aü the structures listed in Table 3.1. Attempting to increase V* by more than 300 mV 

wili lead to accumulation of the back surface of the silicon fw with associaîed &gradation of sub- 



threshold swing. while attemptïng to decrase V* by more than MO mV risks formation of a back 

channel. If buried oxides m e r  than specified in Table 3.1 are used, the range of useful VB values 

is reduced, but the V* adjustment range remains unchanged to a fmt approximation. 

Since intervds of many seconds are requüed to form an accumulation layer in an initially fully- 

depleted film in goodquality SOI matenal, it might be expected that the above restrictions could 

be ignored for rapid excursions in VB. However, it is s h o w  in Chapter 5 that equilibrium majority 

carrier population may be established very quickly if even a weak avalanche f o m  at the drain end 

of the MOSFET channel. This may be a signifiant factor if the drain voltage exceeds 1-5 V. 

302.2 Dependence of AV&AVB on Back-gate Doping Concentration 

Formation of the back-gate eIecuode by implantation dlows for a very simple fabrication process, 

but restncts the dopant concentration in the electrode to the range 10" - 1018 cm". Fig. 3.6 shows 

the dependence of AV&AVB on back-gate doping concentration as VB is lowered h m  O to -1 V 

for a 1 p m  generation device with buried o n d e  thickness reduced to 200 nm. Even for this relatively 

thin oxide, it is seen to be saturaîed for back-gate doping above appmximately 10" cni3, verifying 

that a moderately-do@ implanteci back-gate electrode cari provide effective control of Vw 

3.283 Dependence of S and AV&AVB on Buried Oxide Thickness 

AVT Fig. 3.7 shows the dependence of S and - on box. As cxpected, reducing fbox increases the abil- 
AVB 

ity of back gate biasing to conml Vth. but at the expense of a slightly increased subthreshold swing. 

Even for relatively thin buried oxides. S is still markedly lower than would be expected for a con- 



BACKGATE DOPtNG (cm-3) 
Fig. 3.6 Dependence of AV&AVB (for VB h m  O to -1 V) on back gate electrode 

doping for device €mm 1 pm genecation. 

ventional buk  CMOS technology supporting the same minimum channel length. 

It should be noted that modeilhg the back gate electrode as a perfect conductor gives [36] 

*gox AVr=- 1 AI., 
'boxf + -.- 'si "cm) 

which is in agreement with the numencal results of Fig. 3.7. 

3.2.4 Dependence of S and AV&AVB on Silicon Film Thickness 

The dependence of AV&AVB on tsi for nXed tb, was also snidied AV&AVB changed by less than 

5% as tsi increased h m  40 to 120 ML This la& of sensitivity of AVIIJAVB to t ~ i  results h m  the 

siiicon film typicaily beïiag considerably thinner than the buried oxide, and having roughly three 
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BURIED OXfDE THICKNESS (nrn) 

Fig. 3.7 Dependence of S and A&/AvB(for VB lowered €rom O to -IV) on buried oxide 
thickness for 1 pm generation. 

times greater pemiittivity. For given tbox and tW, a similar AVh/AVB value can be expected for 

any reasonable value of tsi appropriate for a fuily depleted device. 

3.24 Back-gate Influence on Short Channel Effects 

Application of a smaii positive back-gate bias iosufficient to cause strong inversion of the back sur- 

face of the silicon f h  stili tends to increase susceptibility to shortchamel effects including short- 

charnel reduction in Va, drain-induced barrier lowering, and punch-through. This arises because 

positive VB lowers the energy barrier holding electrons in the source near the back side of the sa-  

con thin film- Barrier lowering near the bottom edge of the film is pafticularly undesirable, since 

this region is poorly controiIed by the front gate. Additional l o w e ~ g  of the barrier by electric fieM 
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Iines encroaching from the drain ailows eiectrons to escape fiom the source. Fig. 3.8 ïiiustrates the 

effect of positive VB in enhancing drain induced b m k r  Iowering. plotting the difference VGSmL 

between the gate bias required to obtain 1 = IO nA for VD = 0.1 V and for VD = 1.0 V as a function 

of back-gate bias for a 1 pm wide device with LG = 0.4 pm, but with other structural parameters 

appropriate for the 1 p n  generation. VG,omr is seen to increase with increasing Vs. 

- 

O 2 4 6 8 

BACKGATE BlAS (V) 

Fig. 3.8 Dependence of Merence in gate bias AVCPIBL required to maintain ID = 
I n A / p  as VD is increased €rom 0.1V to 1 V, as a fianetion of VB. LG = 0.4 
w, otherwise 1 p generation structural parameters. LG was chosen to be 
0.4 p m  to ensure that short chamel effects is apparent. MINIMOS6 simula- 
tion. 



SOI technologies typically make use of much Iighter substrate doping than bulk technologies. Com- 

bined with the presence of the buried oxide layer. they can lead to very low parasitic capacitance 

between source and drain regions and the substrate in SOI, which translates to an advantage in cir- 

cuit speed at equal channel dimensions. Tt might be expected that some of this advantage would be 

lost through the use of a rnoderately-doped back-gate electrode, particuiariy if the buried oxide is 

thinned to improve AVdAVB. A rough estimate of the loss in circuit speed resulting from the use 

of a back-gate electrode was made by computing the parasitic capacitance associateci to parameters 

speci fied in Table 3.1. A gate length of 1 pm and width of 5 pm and drain a m  of 12 p d p m  were 

assumed. For a device with no back-gate electrode and a substrate doping of 10" cm-3. the capac- 

itance between the channel region aiid the substrate is 0.27 fF. wtde the capacitance between the 

drain and the substrate is 0.65 fF, assuming that the substrate is always depleted to the maximum 

extent possible. For a device with a back-gate electrode overlapping the channel by 1 Pm, the ca- 

pacitance between the channel and substrate is 0.49 fF, and between the drain and substrate 0.90 

f ' .  For both devices the gatexhannel capacitance is 6.9 fF. Assuming a circuit configuration in 

which the drain of each device is loaded with the channel-substrate and drain-substrate capacitance 

plus the gate-chaiinel capacitance (representiag the input of the next stage). use of a back-gate elec- 

&ode increases the load capacitance by just 6% under worst-case conditions. Adding a back-gate 

electrode would therefore be expecteü to add at most 6% to the delay of a simple logic gate, with 

even srnaller increases in delay for gates ioaded primariiy by interconnect capacitance. 
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3.3 Scaling Down To 0.25pm Technoiogy 

The SUPREM3 simulations of  the back-gated SOI MOSFET presented in the above sections are 

based on a 1 pm technology generation. It is of interest to consider whether threshold voltage con- 

trol by back-gate biasing is a usehl technique as technology scales down to 0.25 p generation- In 

comparing Fig. 3-9 below and Fig. 3.7 in Section 3.2.3, one can see that similar valua of A V d  

AVB are obtained for the two technology generations iïsted in Table 3.1- Scaling down fooX at 

roughly the sarne rate as kOX as the mininium channel length is reduced gives similar - for both 
4 

technology generations. 

tSi = 40 nm 

tgor = 7 nm 

BURIED OXlDE THICKNESS (nm) 

Fig. 3.9 Dependence of S and AV&îvB(for VB lowered fnw O b -IV) on buried 
oxide thickness for 0.25 pm generation. 

In Fig. 3.7 which is for 1 pm technology, the thnshold voltage control ability which is marked by 

AVth/AVB gives 100 mVN with a h n t  to back gate oxide thickness ratio of 1/10 (25 nm/250 am). 

In Fig. 3.9. which is for 0.25 pm technology. the same Vh control ability is obtained at a simiiar 
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ratio of front to back gate oxide thickness (1110 or  7 nm/ 70nm). This tells us that the ability of 

threshoid voltage control by back-gate biasing on the transistors is not compromised by technology 

scaling down as long as the back-gate oxide thickness is scaled down proportionally with the front 

gate oxide thickness as the minimum channel length is reduced- We can therefore conclude that 

provided the front gate and back-gate oxide thicknesses are in the same ratio in the 0.25 pm tech- 

nology as in the i pm technology, a back-gate bias threshold voltage control sensitivity of approx- 

imately 100 mV/V couid be achieved. Tt is notable that commercial suppliers of SOI wafers are 

thinning the back-gate oxide thickness in this way already [37]. 

3.4 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter examines in detail the consequences of using implanted back-gate electrodes for Vth 

adjustment in FD-SOI, including the e f f e t  of buned oxide and silicon film thickness on V* con- 

uoliabiiity , the range of back-gate bias over which useful Va control can be obtained, the influence 

of back-gating on short-channel effects, and degradation in switching speed resulting from the pres- 

ence of the back-gate electrode. The investigation is aimed primarily at evaluating the usefulness 

and limitations of implanted back-gate electrodes for dynamic threshold control for 1 V supply o p  

eration. It has k e n  shown through simulation that back-gate elecuodes fonned by a simple ion im- 

plantation technique can provide useful control of threshold voltage in fullydepleted SOI CMOS. 

This result holds as channel lengths are scaled from l p  down to 0.25 p, provided the buried 

oxide and silicon füm thicknesses are xaled at roughly the same rate as the gate oxide thickness. 

For a long nchannel MOSFET, the maximum usehil negative back-gate bias which can be applied 

is limited by the formation of an accumulation layer ai the back surface of the silicon Nm. Con- 

versely, the maximum useful positive back-gate bias is limited by the enhancement of short-chan- 
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ne1 effects and in more extrem cases, by formation of a bacbide inversion layer. These 

constraints restrict the available usehl range of threshold adjustment by back-gating to approxi- 

mately 1300 mV cegardiess of fboX for both the L )M and 0.25 pn technology generations. Exper- 

imental results are given for device structures appropriate for use in a 1 pm charnel Iength 

technology generation, and will be described in Chapter 5. 
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Charge Pump Circuit: Design and Simulation 

It was describeci in Chapter 2 that although the thresbold voltage Va &as a target value of 200 mV 

in a low-voltage FD-SOI integrated circuit, it could conceivable deviate by as much as -00 mV 

due to variations in temperature or process parameters. (In particular, V* is affeçted by the varia- 

tion of temperature (i: 50°) and silicon film thickness (r 50 A). AU these variations cm contribute 

up to 300 mV deviation fcom the nominal V*). Therefore for devices resembling those descnbed 

in Chapter 3. back-gate biases fi) up to approximately & 4 V must be appüed to the back-gate 

electrode to compensate for this V* deviation. The choice of an on chip charge pump circuit for 1 

V power supply operation to provide the required VB is based on efficiency and simplicity. In this 

chapter, a charge pump intrduced by Dickson 1381 is modifieci to rneet the requirements of back- 

gate bias generation for low-voltage SOI. The design is guided by SOISPICE simulation- Sunula- 

tion results show that even if VTn = -100 mV initialiy, a pump output of less than 4 V can be sup- 

plied to the back-gate electrode to restore a VTn of 200 mV. In the case of VTn= 500 mV initialiy. 

the pump output can be gruiter than +4 V to restore VTn to tbe 200 mV target The circuit design 

and simulation results are foiiowed by a discussion of charge pump Iayout. 

4.1 History of Charge Pump Circuit 

Methods of generating a voltage gteater than the supply voltage originated with the Cockcroft-Wal- 

ton multiplier shown in Fig. 4.1. Its design uses a basic property of the capacitor. If we have a Ca- 
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Fig. 4.1 Basic Cockcmft-Waltoa voltage multiplier. U d y  implemented with discrete 
components such that C»G. 

pacitor that is initially charged to a voltage V, and then we apply to the lower voltage terminal a 

constant voltage generator of V,, we obtain a voltage of valw 2*V, in the other terminal. (Fig. 

4.2(a)). The capacitor in an open loop (Le. with an infinite impedance load) is equivalent to a dc 

voltage source (in our example of value Vd. or put more simply, it performs a voltage levei shift. 

However, this does not hold if we have a fuiite load. More specificaily, assuming a capacitive load 

CL with a stored charge according to the sign in Fig. 42(b), the €mial output voltage of the circuit 

after the switches have been closed is fixed by the voltage generator plus a voltage due to the final 

charge in the capacitor C (EI~. 4.2(c)). This charge is l a s  than the initial one because the capacitor 

C loses part of its initial charge on the capacitor CL. The charge redistniution allows a growth in 

the CL voltage drop to be qua1 to the C voltage drop plus V,- 

It is simple to understand that the final voltage of the circuit in Fig. 4.2(c) is dependent upon the 

charge previously stored in CL (Le. the initiai voltage of CL). Consequently. if we open the switch- 

es, recharge the capacitor C to hold a voltage Va. and then close the switches, we obtaïn a haî 



(c) 

Fig. 4.2 Principal rheme of voltage elevator. 

output voltage value greater than the previous one. By repeating these operations many times the 

output voltage grows asymptotidy to the voltage 2V,. 

Historicdy, the CockcrofbWalton multiplier has been used to generate voltages greater than those 

which couid be easily handled by electromagnetic transformers. This is possible since the maxi- 

mum voltage across any of the coupling capacitors is only qua1 to the input drive voltage, regard- 

less of the number of multiplying stages. In this type of application, however, the circuit is 

implemented with discrete components so that the coupling capacitors cm be made sufficiently 

large for efficient multiplication and dequate drive capability. This type of multiplier is not usable 

in monolithic form since on-chip capacitors are limiteci to a few picofarads with relatively high val- 

ues of stray capacitance to substrate. In practice, it is difficult to genenite voltages signifîcantly 



greater than twice the supply voltage, irrespective of the number of multiplying stages. In fact, if 

the number of stages is increased beyond a critical number (typically 3 or 4), detenmined by the ra- 

tio of C and Cs, the output voltage actuaiiy decreases due to voltage drops in the diode chah  

4.2 Dickson's charge pump circuit 

A new multiplier circuit shown in Fig. 4.3 was devised by Dickson 1381 to overcome these Limita- 

tions. It operates a similar manner to the classical Cockcroft-Walton multiplier and can be shown 

to be an equivaient cku i î i  However, the nodes of  the diode chah are coupled to the inputs via ca- 

pacitors in paraiiel instead of in series, so that the capacitors have to withstaad the fÛU voltages de- 

veloped dong the chain. The advantages of this configuration inchde efficient multiplication with 

relatively high values of stray capacitance, and a current drive capability which is independent of 

the number of multiplier stages. 

- 
Q> I I I 

Fig. 4.3 Dickson's voltage multipüer -guration [38]. 

Fig. 4.4 illustrates the operation of the circuit, showing the typical voltage waveforms in an N-stage 

multiplier. As can be seen, the two clocks + and $ are in antiphase with amplitude Vf. and are ca- 
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Fi. 4.4 Opedon illustration of Dickson's charge pump[38]. 

pacitively coupled to altemate nodes along the diode chah The charge pump operates in a manner 

similar to a bucket-brigade delay h e ,  by purnping packets of charge along the diode chah as the 

coupling capacitors are successively charged and discharged during half of the clock cycle. Unlike 

the bucket-brigade delay iine, the voltages in the diode chah are not reset after each pumping cycle 

so that the average node potential incruws progressively ftom the input to the output of the diode 

chah This operation is also similar in principle to the "bootstrap" technique often used in MOS 

intcgrated circuits in which a bootstrap circuit incorporates a voltage doubler. However here, the 

couphg capacitor is co~ec ted  to the input ckdc, unlilce in bootstrap circuits where it is comected 

to the output. 
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The difference between the voltages of the nth and (n+ l)th nodes at the end of each pumping cycle 

is: 

vn+,  - vn= v;- v, - v, (4- 1 

where the voltage swing at each node due to capacitive coupling €rom the dock is V@ and the for- 

ward bias diode voltage is VD VL is the voltage by which the capacitors are charged and discharged 

when the rnuItipIier is supplyhg an output current. 

For a clock coupling capacitance C and stray capacitance Cs, at each node, capacitance division 

gives : 

Also considering the charge pumped by each diode in a dock cycle. the voltage VL can be e x p ~ s s e d  

as a function of output current fOw as: 

Therefore the output voltage for N stages is: 

where VIN is the input voltage and an additional isolation diode is required at the output to privent 

dock breakthrough. Rearranging (4.4). we can wnte: 

VOUT = Vo - ~ 0 , R s  

where 



and 

Vo and Rs are the open-circuit output voltage and output series msistance of the multiplier, respec- 

tively. Thus, a simple equivaient circuit of the multipiier output can be constructeci as shown in Fig. 

4.5. 

Fig. 4.5 Equivilent ciraiit of N-stage multiplier. 

4.3 Simulation Results 

In this work, the Dickson's charge pump was used. A control circuit is also proviâed which turns 

on either the positive or the negatkre pump as requited. The complete threshold voltage control sys- 

tem is composed of the decision circuits and the charge pumps. As meationed for the case of a 

NMOSFET in Chapter 2, when VTn is too low (< 2 0  mV) a negative voltage on the back-gate helps 
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to restore VTn back to normal while in the high VTn case (> 200 mV) a positive back-gate voltage 

pulls VTn back to a reasonable value- Therefore a comparator structure was implemented to corn- 

pare the threshold voltage to a reference voltage which is in the range of the nominal NMOSFET 

VTn (around 200 mV). If the NMOSFET Vin is near 200 mV, the pumps are shut down. When 

VTn is Iower than 200 mV, both comparators are tumed on with the one connected to negative 

pumps giving positive output to the buffer. This in mm provides clock signais to the pumps while 

a NMOSFET at the top of the pumps comects Vss as the starting point. The positive pump îs tumed 

off by a PMOS device. The detail of the circuit is described in the foliowing sections. 

403.1 The Decision Logic Circuit 

The decision circuit is composeci of a comparator structure where a current mirror with a load ele- 

ment is used to maximize the voltage swing at the output node. The current mimors used for 

NMOSFET circuits and PMOSFET circuits are complementary between the two devices. In this 

section, o d y  the NMOS version of the circuit, shown in Fig. 4.7, is described in full. The operation 

of the PMOS decision circuit shown in Fig. 4.10 is analogous. 

In the circuit of Fig. 4.7, transistors Ml and M2 form a voltage &der generatuig reference bias 

V,fJo, which is applied to the gate of M5. M5 is the test transistor used to determine whether V* 

lies below the desired range. M5 is loaded with p-channel transistor M4, which is in tum connected 

in a current mirror configuration with M3. M4 operates in saturation, providing a current source 

ioad to M5. The very high differential resistance of the current source ensures that the intermediate 

output V* - low will change rapidly in response to small changes in the threshold of M5. In other 

words, the circuit biock has high gain. &., - iow is inveried and used to control a Logic block which 
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gates the clocks feeding tk negative charge pump. 

In this application. the current source is provided off chip. To avoid c m n t  noise fiom the environ- 

ment. a current magnitude of lpA is necessary. However. a reference current of lpA would require 

a gate voltage of 500 mV to mm on an NMOS transistor with a 200 mV V-. A decision voltage 

Vnd is therefoïe defined denoting the decision voltage appiied at the gate of test NMOSFET. Fig. 

4.6 shows an ID-VGs characteristic iiiusuating the difference between VTn and V, 

Fig. 4.6 ID-Vcs characteristics of NMOS transistor. VT,, anà Vnd are compared. 

In order to adjust the threshold voltage VTn of the test NMOSFET device. a positive back-gate bias 

is needed when VT, is low (around O mV, in which case Vnd is around 3ûûmV). A negative back- 

gate voltage is needed when VTn is high (around 400 mV, where Vnd ranges around 7ûûmV). 

Therefore, the logic circuit should be able to sense the threshold voltage V* and activate the cor- 

responding charge pump whose output is connectai to the back-gate of the test MOSFET. Fig. 4.7 

shows the decision circuit. The test transistor is biased by a reference voltage at the gate. The ref- 
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erence voltages are generated on chip by two or three diode connected NMOSFETs in series be- 

tween VDD ( l V) and Vss (O V). The voltages are therefore close to 500 mV and 667 mV 

respectively. When Vnd is lower than 500 mV, both NMOSFETs are off. thus the outputs are 

pulled high, activating the negative charge pump and shutting off the positive one. In the case of 

Vnd between 500 mV and 667 mV, both charge purnps are clkabled since none of them are needed. 

When the case cornes that Vnd is beyond 667 mV, positive charge pump is turned om wbile the 

negative pump is left off. 

The circuits were simulateci by SOISPICE-2, which is a version of SPICE2 modifiai by research- 

en at the University of Horida and enhanced with a physical model for the hilly depleted SOI 

MOSFET [39][40]. The physicd charge-based mode1 for SOIMOSFET, with parasitic BIT and 

other optional features which can be important for the short channel structure are irnplemented in 

SOISPICE-2. The five-terminal (source. drain, front gate, back gate, and body, which normally 

floats) model is based on the assumption of a fully depleted €dm body, including the back surface- 

The SOISPICE MOSFET model includes drain, gate, source. silicon thin film (body) and substrate 

terminais, and accurately describes floaîing body effects and back-gate bias effects. 

The simulation results of the decision circuits show that the output voltages match expectations un- 

der different Vnd values. It should be noted that the initial value of Vlid was set by arbitrarily ad- 

justing the front gate flat-band voltage (VFBF) in the SOISPICE MOSFET model. In the case of the 

PMOSFET, the correspondïng quantity Vpd is adjusted. The vaiues of Vnd and Vpd correspond- 

ing to different values of VFBF are shown in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 for NMOSFET and PMOSFET 

respectively . 
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CLK 1 ' 

VSS! 

Fig. 4.7 Decision circuit for driving charge pumps (NMOSFET case). 
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Fig. 4 8  The correspondhg value of Vnd to VFBF for NMOSFET. 

For a given VmF. the threshold voltage Vnd is extracted by recordhg ID as a function of VGS for 

smaii Vos - For NMOSFET. when IDs starts to grow beyond 1 pl., the corresponding VGS is taken 

as Vnd For PMOSFET. Vpd is defïned as the gaie voltage where IDs starts to decrease beyond - 1 

CLA- 

Table 4.1 shows &e voltages at critical nodes under different Vd conditions. For the case of the 

NMOSFET circuit, which is shown in Fig. 4.7. VFBF is chosen to give thne cases: Vnd higher than 

700 mV, near 500 rnV and lower than 400 mV. The node marked as V* low is the node that should - 

be puiied high by the decision circuit when Vnd is too 1ow (- 300 mV). Meanwhile. node V* low b - - 

would be pulied low. When Vnd is anwnd 500 mV. neither node Vn i,,,, nor Vni-- should be - 

p d e d  high. For the case of a high Vd ( - 7 0  mV). node V* - hi& should be pulled high and node 



Vlh - high - b pulled iow. In SOISPICE simulation, when Vd is Iow. wherc a V F B ~ -  1- 1 V is appüed 

(thus Vnd =300 mV) with initial conditions of Vth-low at logic O and V* high at 1 (whkh are oppo- - 

site the desired values). node V* low is dnven high while Vh bgh is pulled Low. This result is ex- - - 

actiy as expected. Here zero back-gate bias is applied. The Iogic Levels of these nodes will be used 

latcr to trigger the charge pumps to bnng up corresponding back-gate voltages. 

VFeFgr) 

Fig. 4.9 The componding value of V* to VFBF for PMOSFET. 



Table 4.1 Logic levels of criticad ndes  undet differcnt Vd and NMOSFET back-gate 
bias conditions. 

Desired (V) 
VNBKGT = O  

Desired (V) 1 1 1 0  

Desired (V) 
VNBKGT = O 
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Tabie 4.2 Logic leveb of critical nodes under M e r e n $  Vpd and PMOSFET back-gate 
bias conditions. 

Vpd Low Simu-Res-(V) O 

VPB, = 0 I 
Desired (V) 
v,, = 4.5 I l 

Desired (V) 1 1 

- - -  

Desired (V) 
VPBKGT = 0 
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Fig. 4.10 Decision circuit for driving charge pumps (PMOSFET 
-1. 
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Fig. 4. IO and Table 42  shows the PMOSFET decision circuit and logic values of its criticaf nodes. 

It is essentiai to icnow that the decision circuit would turn off after the back-gate of NMOSFETs is 

applied with the desimi bias for a reasonable penod of time. The threshold voltage (or more spe- 

cificaliy Vnd) would corne back to normal value, and therefore the decision circuit output should 

indicate that the charge pumps are not needed any more. 

It is shown in Table 4. L for the case of the NMOSFET circuit that when Vnd is low where a V m p -  

1- i V is applied (thüs Vnd =300 mV) and a back-gate bias of -4.4 V is appiied, SOISPICE simula- 

tion results in both Vn, - 1, and Vnigh k i n g  low. This meam none of the charge pumps would 

be triggered. Similar behaviour for both the NMOSFET and PMOSFET decision circuits under var- 

ious initiai Vnd and Vpd are al1 shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 with the expectations met. 

More SOISPICE simulations were done for the amplifier gain of decision circuit, with the compar- 

ison between the deviation of V from the nominal value and the circuit output. Fig. 4.1 1 shows 

the region where decision circuits starts and stops to work for NMOSFET version. It also shows the 

gain of threshold voltage deviaîion- It is shown that the NMOSFET version decision circuit has 

higher gain when Vnd deviates negatively from nominal value than when Vnd deviates positively. 

Analogous results c m  be obtained for the PMOSFET version circuitt 

4.3.2 The Charge Pump Circuit 

A charge pump structure similar to the one described in the beginning of Section 4.2 is used as our 

main pump. Fig. 4.12 (a) shows the schernatic of the four stage positive charge pump. This pump 

drains charge from the VDD supply through p-channel MOSFET Ml connecteci as a transmission 
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Fig. 4.11 Gain of decision circuit for NMOSFET (a) Vnd low (b) Vnd high. 

gate. The transmission gate is turned on only when the decision circuit concfudes that Vh for the 

test MOSFET lies above the target range. and is required since the outputs of both the positive and 

negative pumps are comected to a common back-gate electroâe. Without the traosmission gate Ml, 

if the negative chzge pump was to be activated, its output would be c o ~ e c t e d  through a chah of 
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forward biased diodes to the VDD supply. Basexi on SOISPICE simulations. for a pump with four 

stages, the output voltage cm mach up to 5V under lMHz dock frequency with reasonable (- 100 

dock cycles which is about O. 1 ms) pumping time. A plot of V,, vs time shown in Kg. 4.13. 

The negative charge pump schematic is shown in Fig. 4.12 (b). Working in a similar way but o p  

posite direction as in the positive pump. the diodes pump electrïcal charges from the output node 

to Vss Therefore. the output voltage goes below O V and becomes negative. N channel M O S m  

transmission gate M 2  ensures that pump chah is connecteci to the Vss supply only when the deci- 

sion circuit calls for a negative baick-gate bias to be generated With same four stage scheme and 

MHz dock signai, the negative pump provides output as low as -5 V within similar time frame 

taken by its positive couterpart. The SOISPICE simulation results are also strown in Fig. 4.13. 

The charge pump circuits descrîbed are activated based on the output of the decision circuits. For 

a NMOSFET version. diode connecteci PMOSFETs are used for the negative charge pump while 

its pump capacitors are drain-souce shoxted depletion PMOSFETs. This structure uses the charac- 

teristics of PMOSFJZ since it is always on as a drain-source shorted capacitor when its gate is at a 

negative voltage. Ln order to Save space and m b i m k  complexity in layout, diode c o ~ e ~ t e d  

PMOSFETs are used. Four charge pump stages are used in order to bring enough output voltage to 

the back-gate. The drain-source shorted sides of the pump capacitors are c o ~ e c t e d  to clock signals 

QI and @2 respectively (marked as -ve+, and -v* for negative charge pump circuit). These two 

dock signals are generated by logical AND of the decision circuit output V* - low and off-chip clock 

signais 9, and h. Thus when the decision circuit decides to tum on the dock signais. the two clock 

signals - v q i  and -v& are generaîed the same as the original off-ehip clock signals +, and e. 
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(a) Positive pump. consists mostly of NMOSFETs. 

(b) Negative Pump, consists mostly of PMOSFETs. 

Fig. 4.U Schematics of positive anà negative charge punps. 



1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Simubîion Time (s) x 10" 

Fig. 4.13 SOISPICE simulation d t s  (V,, vs thne) of positive and negative 
chargepumps, 
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At the same the, the fmt  isolation NMOS is turned on by a high Vu, signal thus providing 

ground voltage to the f i t  diode of the negative charge pump. In the case of a Iow Vth-low signal. 

the two regenerated clock signals -veel and -v& are al1 low. in addition. the isolation NMOSFET 

is turned off by the low Vth - 1, signal to prevent contention between the positive and negative 

charge pumps. 

For the positive charge pump. ten stages of diode-connecteci NMOSFETs are used. The pump Ca- 

pacitors are drain-source shorted NMOSFETs too since their gates are always at higher voltages 

than VDD (IV). The clock signals of the pump are marked as +vel  and +v+, standing for the 

dock signals for the positive charge pump circuit, which again are iogic AND of the decision circuit 

output Vlh-high and offchip dock signals qI and h. The regenerated dock signals +v@, and 

+ve@* are both low in the case of a low decision circuit output Vh and are the same as offchip - 

clock signals and when V* high is high. There is a PMOSFET transmission gate at the top of - 

the diode chain as an isolation transistor whose gate is connected to v& high and source to VDD. - 

SOISPICE simulations were also conducteci on the tolerance of Vnd for positive charge pump and 

Vpd for negative charge pump. Sinœ the positive charge pump is mostly composed of enhance- 

ment and depletion NMOSFETs, the pump output wu recorded with Vnd varying above aud below 

the nominai value of 500 mV. For the case of the negative pump, the PMOSFET is the dominant 

device and thus the pump output vs Vpd was recorded. Fig. 4.14 below shows the results. 

From Fig. 4.14 we find that the output of the positive charge pump decreases as Vd deviates away 

from its nominal value (- 500 mV), while the maximum output is obtained when VM is close to 
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Fig. 4.14 Charge pump bkr;iiPfe of tbieshold vdtage deviation for tbt a m  of positive 
and negative charge pumps. 

its nominal value. For the case of the negative charge pump, when the magnitude of Vpd goes 

higher than the nominal value of 4û0 mV, its output decnases in magnitude. However, wben Vpd 

goes in the other direction. its output voltage increases in magnitude untii Vpd reaches O mV. The 

output then drops drasticaiiy since the PMOSFETs are lcaking and cannot hold the charge any 

more, 
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4.3.3 The Complete ThreshoId Voltage Control System 

The assembIed circuit is composed of the decision circuit descrîbed in the previous section and the 

charge pump circuits. As mentioned before, two on-chip reference voltage generators are imple- 

mented by using in-serîes-diode-connected NMOSFETs which provide reference voltages of 500 

mV and 667 mV respectively. The two clock signals $1 and Q2 are generafed offchip. The current 

source is again provided by an offchip current generator which provides lpA current to the test 

MOSFET through a bonding pad. The outputs of the positive and negative charge pumps are con- 

nected together and used as back-gate bias to all the NMOSFETs. As a result, when Va is too low 

or too high, the output of the charge pumps can provide correcthg back-gate-bias to ail the NMOS- 

FETs, causing the charge pump to work better when the diode-connected MOSFEk have the cor- 

rect V*. As to the PMOSFETs used in the NMOSFET version circuit, their back-gate bias is 

controiled by an off-chip voltage source to guarantee that al1 PMOSFETs are in the nght range of 

threshold voltage. This way, the complexity of the circuit is reduced, and one needs to only focus 

on the Vh adjustment of one transistor type. 

The NMOSFET version of the complete thrieshold control system is shown in Fig. 4.16, whiîe Fig. 

4.17 shows its PMOSFET wunterpart. FoUowhg the same SOISPICE approach, we simulateci the 

circuits under three different V* initial values contro11ed by setting of VFBF both for NMOS and 

PMOS version of the circuits. The simulation results show that for the NMOS version circuit when 

Vd is low, the negative pump is tumed on to generate negative back-gate bias which staits to pull 

Vnd back to its normal value of around 500 mV. However, because SOISPICE is not a commercial 

simulation tool, major problems of convergence occurred with the simulations. Only part of this 

simulation is available. AU the other cases failed to converge. Fig. 4.15 displays the simulation re- 
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sults in the form of V,, Le. the back-gate b i s  and pump output, v e r w  time under low VM initial 

value for NMOSFET version of the circuit It is shown that the output voltage oscillates toward a 

negative value. This is an expected result for the complete NMOSFET version of the circuit when 

0.8 1 
Simufation lime (s) 

Fig. 4.15 Simulation resuits in the form of V,, vs tirne under low VM Mapl value for 
NMOSFET contn,l system for Fig. 4.16. 
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Fig. 4.16 Schematic of the complete NMOSFET tbreshold voltage contd system 
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Fig. 4.17 Schematic of the cornpletc PMOSFET thrcsbdd voltage contrd system. 
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4.4 Circuit Layout 

Complete threshold voltage control systems for n- and p-channel transistors were laid out using the 

L-Edit version 5.6 editor. For this task to be completed, a Mi layout environment for the FD-SOI: 

technology had to be developed, including design rule chec king and circuit extraction. To minimile 

the number of photo masks which had to be generated and the number of photolithography steps 

required in processing, the back-gate electrode implants were dme through the p-well and n-well 

masks. This approach requires that two separate back-gate implants be carried out, one for the n- 

channel and one for the p-channel transistors. This scheme was followed since implant steps are 

relatively inexpensive compared to photolithography steps, 

The eight photo masks required are listed below in the sequence in which they are used: 

The device weU mask, which is used to pattern the siIicon film into active regions by mesa etch- 

ing. 

The n-weil and p-weU masks, which are used to determine which active regions receive n- and 

p-weii implants. These masks also de 6ne the areas receiving the back-gate eiectrode implants. 

The poly mask, which patterns the polysilicon gates. 

The n+ mask, which defines the areas receivhg the heavy n+ sourceldrain implant. 

The buried contact mask, with opens a window through the buried oxide to the back-gate elec- 

trodes pnor to the p+ source/drain implant. This minimks the resistance of contacts to the 

back-gate electrode. 

The p+ ma&, which defines the areas receiving the heavy p+ sourcddrain implant. 

The contact mask opens window chtough the BPSG to ailow metal to contact source, drain and 

gate regions. 
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The metal mask, which is used to pattern the single layer of aluminium metalization. 

Two derived Iayers are used for extraction and design rule check. These are the depletion pmos 

and depletion nmos layers. As described in Section 4.2, the pump capacitors in charge pump cir- 

cuits are source-drain shorted PMOS and NMOS transistors- In order to ensure that an inversion 

layer is always present to form the capacitor plate, depletion PMOS and NMOS transistors are used, 

and the channef area is therefore n-well for the depieuon NMOSFET and pweïl for the depletion 

PMOSFET. Since the extractor would not be able to recognize this type of transistor, two special 

layers of depletion pmos and depletion nmos are introduced, which in actual processing revert to 

p-well and n-well regions respectively. With these new Iayers, the extractor can recognize the de- 

pIetion source-drain shorted capacitors and interpret them as source-drain shorted depletion PMOS 

and NMOS transistors (Le. pump capacitors). Table 4.3 Lists alI the basic layers and denved layers. 

Table 4 3  Basic layers and derived layers of circuit layout. 

1 N-Well (Basic) 1 Boundary of N type Lightly doped region 1 

Layer 

Device Well (Basic) 

Description 

Boundary of active region, should combine with N+ or P+ 

1 Buned Contact (Basic) 1 Connecting burieci back gate layer to metai 1 

- 

P-WeU (Basic) 

P+ (Basic) 

Metal (Basic) 

Poly (Basic) 

Contact (Basic) 

1 Depletion PMOS (Derv.) 1 = P-Weii. Depletion PMOS P-Wdi region. 1 

. - -- -- -- - -- - - 

Boundary of P type lightly doped region 

P+ region, gives P active when overlapped with Device Wei1 

Aluminium metal layer, the only metaI layer used 

Polycrystalline Si layer for transistor gares 

Comecting metal to gate or metal to active region 

1 Depletion NMOS (Derv.) 1 = N-Wd. Depletion NMOS N-WeU region. 1 
1 Active Contact (Tkrv.) 1 = Contact & Device Weil. Contact for source and drain. 1 
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Table 4.3 Basic Iayers anci àer ivd  Iiyers of circuit iayout. 

Layer I Description 
.' 4 1 Poly Contact (Derv.) 1 = Contact & Poly. Contact between Metal and Poly. 1 
1 Buried Contact (Derv.) 1 = Contact & Not Device Well& Not Poly. 1 

Channel @W.) 1 = Device Well & Poly. 

Buried Layer (Derv.) 

There are special considerations in the iayout of charge pump capaciton. According to analysis, the 

effective capacitance is the gate capacitance of the capacitor whiîe there is parasitic capacitance be- 

tween the wiring leading to the gate and the substrate. The parasitic capacitance shares the charge 

with the effective capacitaoce, thereby decreasing the efficiency of the pump. Interconnections be- 

tween the diode c o ~ e c t e d  MOSFETs are therefore as short as possible to minimize parasitic Ca- 

pacitance. The pump capacitance is maximized by shaping the device well of the source-drain 

shorted MOSFETs to a tail slim rectangle perpendicular to the diode direction. In this way. both 

maximum effective capacitance and minimum parasitic capacitance are obtained. 

= P-Well or N-Well- 

The layout was constructed in a hierarchical way: subcircuits such as reference voltage generators, 

decision circuits logic gates and charge pumps were constructed first. Test versions of these sub- 

circuits with input and output metai testing pads were generated and extracted for simulation pur- 

poses. After simulation and funetional verifïcation, the subcircuits were assembled and 

intercomected by metal and poiy Lines. It is a practice in the iayout that horizontal connections use 

metal and vertical ones use poly resulting in lower complexity and higher regularity. In the assem- 

bled circuit layout, fIfteen probhg pads are connecteci to all inputs, outputs and cntical nodes. The 

inputs include: VDD, Vss, Id, and a2 as clock signals for the charge pump. The back-gate bias 

pad PBKGT for PMOS transistors is an input in the NMOû version of the circuit to aNow independ- 

1 4 
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ent testing of the nchannel and pcbannel control circuit. The charge pu- output pad o f  the 

NMOS version of the circuit ailows probing of the back-gare bias NBKGT applied to the NMOS 

transistors. Probing pads for the purpose of looking h t o  the circuit are: Vef - high and Vetlow for 

the two on-chip generated reference voltages; Vh - i,, and Vqhigh for the output of decision cir- 

cuits, their logic complementary node are probed by pads V* - high - and V~-lo,,,~b; -ve- 0, and - 

ve-Q2 for the two dock signais generated by the decision circuit for negative charge pump and 

+ve- Ol and +ve-a2 for the positive pmnp. Therefore there are a total of 17 pads on the assem- 

bled circuit. For testhg with a wafer prober, six of these pads are essential inputs, while at lest  one 

additional probe is required to sequentially examine the various output. 

The L-EDIT layout diagrams for both NMOS version and PMOS version of the complete circuits 

are shown below in Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19. A s  descrïbed More, eight masks were made for this 

layout: Device well, N-well , P-well, P+, Metal, Poly, Contact and Buried-Contact. F i s h e d  

devices are not yet avdable for testing as fabrication of the chip is still under way. 
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Fig. 4.18 LEDIT lnyout diagram of NMOS version of complete circuit. 
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Fig. 4.19 LEDIT b o u t  diagram of PMOS version of complete circuit. 
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4.5 Scaiîng Down To 0 . 2 5 ~  Technologg 

The charge pump circuit dixussed in this Chapter is based on l p  technology. It would be of in- 

terest to detennine how this circuit would fit into the future generation of technologies, for exam- 

ple, the presently commercialiy available 0.25 p technology. A major concem is how much pump 

output this circuit would give. For the charge pump circuit structure shown in Fig. 4.12, the Iargest 

voItage appears across the gate oxide of the capacitor-comected NMOSFET or PMOSFET at the 

very end of the pump c h a h  Each device has its gate connected to the pump output and its source 

and drain grounded, 

The gate oxide scaling limits were examined in [4 11 with respect to time-dependent breakdown, 

defects, plasma process damage, mobility degradation, poly-gate depletion, inversion layer thick- 

ness, tumelling leakage, charge trapping and gate delay. The operating field was projected to stay 

around SMV/cm for reiîabiiity and optimum speed. In the 0.25 pm technology generation. the gate 

oxide thickness might be as small as 4.5 nm 1411 which wodd give us a 2.5 V maximum voltage 

and hmit the charge pump output to approximately & 2.5 V. Assuming that the front gate and back- 

gate oxide thicknesses are in the same ratio in the 0.25 p technoiogy as in the 1 pn techology. 

a maximum threshold voltage variation of approxllnately & 200 mV could be accommodateci. 



CHAPTER 5 

Electrical Characterization of 

Experimental Devices 

This chapter describes the elecuical characterization of experimeatal devices. Tests were carried 

out on MOSFElS with gate lengths of 5 pm and widths of 25 pm None of the devices had weil 

contacts in the silicon thin fm so of  necessity the weii was floating. Parameters such as 

threshold voltage, subtbreshold swing and AVth/AVB were recorded. The resuits compand 

favorably to the simulations. 

5.1 Subthreshold Characteristics 

Test device electricd characteristics were recorded with an HP4155 Semiconductor Parameter 

Andyzer- Typical subthreshold characteristics are shown in Fig. 5.1. At VB = O the subthreshold 

swing is 65 mV/decade and AVdAVB is 90 mVN. in reasonably good agreement with 

SUPREM3 simulation (see Fig. 3.4). while V* is slightly below the nominal target of 200 mV. 

Threshold voltage VU, values under both dark and Light conditions are listed in Table S. 1. VU, was 

determined by finding &e tangent to the Iinear region of the ID-Vos characteristic at the point of 

peak transconductance, and taking the intercept of this tangent with the ID = O axis. Provided the 

test device is kept in total darkness. the subthreshold characteristics agme weil with those shown 

in Fig. 3.4 for the case in which the silicon film remains M y  depleted of holes. 
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GATE BlAS (V) 

Fig. 5.1 Subthreshold chnracîeristics for experïmentai back-gatcd NMOSFET. LG 
= 5 pm, W =25- 1 pm generation structurai parameters. Characteristics 
are shown for the device in total dsrkness, and exposeà to iight b m  prober 
microscope. 

In order to study elcctncal characteristics for the case of equilibrium majority carrier 

concentrations, it is nccessary to provide a supply of majority &ers to the thin siiicon fila 

This can best be accomplished with a "T-gate" MOSFET structure of the kind shown in Fig. 5.2. 

In a T-gate n-channel MOSFET, the channel is attached <O a region of the device weli heaviiy 

doped ptype. An ohrnic contact is supplied to this ptype region, effectively serving as a body 

contact to the silicon thin film The MOSFET then becomes a five teRniLld device with contacts 

to drain, gate, source, substrate (back-gate) and thin film body. Under normal bias conditions in a 

hi Iy depleted SOI NMOSFET. no holes are prtsent in the siliwn thin film However, if biases 
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are applied which make it energeticaliy favorable for holes to enter the film, they cm readily be 

supplied from the body contact- 

Fig. 5.2 "T-gate" MOSFET stmcture laid out by LEDIT. 

T-gate MOSFETs were not available here since test devices were fabricated in an nMOS-only 

process (no p+ implant was available). To approximate the characteristics which could be 

obtained with equilibrium majority carrier concentrations, holes were supplied by iiiuminating 

the device with light from the prober microscope. 



Table 5.1 nimhold voltage dependence on back-gate b i s  for NSOIMOSFET 

I Dark Case Light Case 



Exposure to lïght h m  a mimscope attached to the wafer prober proviâed a sufficient carrier gen- 

eration rate to allow the hole population to mach equilibrium values, leading to the formation of a 

backside accumulation layer and severe degradation of S for VB = -10 V, as predicted by 

SUPREM3. Table 5.1 also reveals that with VB l e s  than -5 V, the back gaie electrcxie threshold 

control ability is far iess under illumination than in dark. For VB = 10 V extreme subthreshold leak- 

age which cannot be controlied by the &ont gate is apparent, SUPREM3 predicts this leakage re- 

sults h m  formation of a backside inversion layer and front side accumulation layer in the channel 

region. 

5.2 Drain Characteristics 

Fig. 5.3 shows the ID- VDs characteristics for VG = 2 V for the device of Fig. 5.1. for VB =O and 

VB = -10 V. The ability of the back-gate electrode to modify the characteristics is once again 

apparent. For VB = -10 V, an unusual "khk is visible in the characteristic at VD = 2 V, which 

is not present for VB = O. The kink is believed to result from the omet of a weak avalanche in 

the drain region. The weak avalanche supplies the holes quired to form a backside 

accumulation iayer, which in turn blocks the ability of the back-gate electrode to control V*. As 

the accumulation Iayer builds Vm falls, increasing ID. The presence of the lUnk illustrates that 

thermal generation is not the oniy mechanism which can lead to the formation of a hole 

accumulation layer in an initiaUy fidiydepleted silicon film in a practicai circuit. 



DRAIN BlAS (V) 
Fig. 5.3 Drain characteristics for device of Fig. 5.1. VG = 2 V, VB = O and -10 V. 

5.3 Effective Channel Mobiiity 

Fig. 5.4 shows the dependence of the linear region ID - VGS and transconductance characteristics 

for the device of Fig. 5.1 on Vg. Given the gate oxide thickness, the effective chamel mobility 

can be obtained h m  the eaoscOnductance characteristics. As VB is made more negative to raise 
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V,, the electric field at the silicon film surface is in- reducing the effective electron 

mobility & , e ~  in the channel and lowering the peak transconductance. M-urements on a device 

2 1 1  with LG = 25 pm showed kvea drops fiom approximately 700 to 650 cm V- s- as VB is swept 

from + 2 to -2 V. 

0.0 0.5 1 .O 1.5 

GATE BIAS (V) 

Fig. 5.4 L b  region and tmnsconduct.nee characterisücs for device of Fige 5.1 for 
dinerent values of back-gate bias. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Conclusions 

6.1 Conclusions 

This thesis has extended earlier studies of threshold voltage control in implanteci back-gate FD-SOI 

MOSFETs by examining physical limitations on the range of V* contml which is possible with this 

structure. Numerical simulation has aiso been used to study the dependence of AVdAV, (the 

threshold sensitivity to back-gate bias) on burieci oxide and gate oxide thickness, silicon film ihick- 

ness, and back-gate electrode doping. This work has been carried out primarily using the l-dimen- 

sional Poisson equation solver in SUPREM.3, with some additional simulation using MEDICI to 

study short channe1 effects. Results were reported in Chapter 3. 

For a typical SOI MOSFET fiom a 1 pm technology generation, with a buried oxide thickness of 

350 n m  and front gate oxide thickaess of 25 nm, AVtiJAVB = 70 mVN. AVdAVB can be increased 

by using a thinner buried oxide, but only at the expense of increased parasitic capacitance and sub- 

threshold swing. Further increasing AV&AVB does not increase the usehil range of threshold volt- 

age control. For n-chamel devices, it has been found that the maximum usefûl negative bias which 

can be appiied to the back-gate electrode is limited by formation of an accumulation layer of holes 

on the backside of the silicon film. Once the accumulation layer forms the MOSFET behaves iike 

a bulk or partialiy depleted device, and back-gate control of Va is lost The maximum usehl pos- 

itive bias is found to be Limiteci by formation of a backside inversion layer which also blocks the 

back-gate VU, controiiability. Ovedi, the useful range of back-gate bias is appmximately k5 V, 

providing a Vth adjustment range of appmximately k300 mV. 
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Simulation was used to detennine whether the implanted back-gate structure would stiii be usehl 

in the 0.25 pm technology generation. It was found that values of Vh and S in the 0.25 pm gener- 

ation similar to those found in the 1 pn generation can be obtained provided the ratio of front gate 

to buned oxide thickness is help roughiy constant as the technology is scaled down. It was noted 

that reduction of the buriecf oxide thickness in thïs way is already comrnon practice amongst SOI 

wafer vendors. 

The conclusion reached in Chapter 3 was tested by measuring the eiectrical characteristics of ex- 

perimental devices fabncated in earlier work in this topic. Satisfactory agreement between theory 

and experiment was found in the measured values of AVU/AVB and S, and in the range over which 

Vth could be adjusted- 

The main contribution of this thesis is the design of a complete threshold voltage control system for 

FD-SOI CMOS incorporating implanted back-gate electrodes. The threshold control system in- 

cludes a decisioa circuit to activate the charge pumps which supply bias to back-gate electrodes and 

hold Va within range. Design of the charge pumps presented a considerable challenge due to the 

necessity of generating output voltages considerably larger in magnitude than the supply voltage in 

order for the system to be useful for 1 V supply operation. This challenge was met by adopting the 

charge pump design of Dickson [38]. and paying careful attention to the minimizatioo of parasitic 

capacitance. Depletion nMOS transistors required for pump capacitors were fonned in n-well re- 

gions, requinng no extra processing operations. 

Complete threshold voltage control systems for both n- and p channet transistors were laid out us- 
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ing LEDIT and subrnitted for pmxessing in Carleton's Microelectroaic Fabrication Facility. Fin- 

ished circuits are not yet ready for testing. In the absence of an experimental test, L-EDiT was used 

to extract the circuit for the layout. The extracted circuit was extensively simulated with SOISPICE- 

The SOISPICE simulations predicted that al1 the basic building blocks for the control systems 

should be fbnctional. It was fouad that the n-channel control system should be able to retum Vm to 

a nominal value of 200 mV starting from initial values ranging from -100 mV to +500 mV. Similar 

results were found for the p-channel control system- The charge pumps should be able tu provide 

output voltages of up to +5 V for 1 V supply operation. 

The main obstacle in scaling charge pump threshold voltage control systems to the 0.25 pm gener- 

ation and beyond is expected to be breakdown of the gate oxide in the pump capacitors. For exam- 

ple, the maximum voltage which can be sustained across the gate dielectric in a 7 nm gate oxide 

thickness, which might be encountered in the 0.25 p n  generation, is just 2.5 V. 

6.2 Recommendations for Further Study 

Given the convergence difficulties in SOISPICE simulations, there is still much to be done to deal 

with the SOISPICE simulation of complicated SOI MOSFET circuits. One possible solution might 

entail the development of approximate models in HSPICE for simulation convergence. in addition, 

testing of the fabricated circuits should be conducted to compare with the SOISPICE simulation 

results as the continuation of this w o k  Testing of "T-gate" MOSFET structures described in Chap- 

ter 5 would directly compare the ihreshold voltage controiiability between fully depleted and partial 

depleted SOI MOSFETs- 
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